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show where Schenker’s ideas had spread to through his students and
“grandstudents.”33 In other words, the early stages of Rothstein’s fictitious
map charting the Schenkerian Empire could find a new—and very real—
online home.34
That SDO remains a work in progress should not be viewed as a draw-
back. Quite the contrary: the promise of future additions is testament to the
vigor and cooperation by which the project has been characterized so far.35
In 2013 the Society for Music Theory awarded SDO a Citation of Special
Merit, stating that it “has begun to yield a fuller, more nuanced picture of
Schenker and his work.” Indeed, I look forward to what the future holds.
JASON HOOPER
Music Encoding Initiative. Johannes Kepper, Administrative Chair. URL:
http://music-encoding.org/
It will not have escaped the notice of many readers of this Journal that a
number of ambitious projects in historical musicology with a major IT
component have received generous grant funding in recent years. Under-
pinning each of these projects is the music-encoding standard known as
the Music Encoding Initiative (MEI). Examples include a pair of projects
primarily devoted to opera. Freischütz Digital is an online critical edition
involving all the significant textual and musical sources of Carl Maria von
Weber’s Der Freischütz (first performed in 1821),1 and forming part of a
projected complete online Weber edition.2 With its bewildering variety of
versions, translations, and adaptations, it proves a severe test for the no-
tion of a definitive and fixed operatic “work concept.” Similar complexi-
ties plague the online critical editions of three operas by Giuseppe Sarti
(1729–1802),3 which form the centerpiece of a musicological project dealing
with a less familiar, and possibly unreasonably neglected, historical figure.
33. For an example of correspondence visualization, see “Mapping the Republic of
Letters,” accessed July 16, 2015, http://web.stanford.edu/group/toolingup/rplviz/.
34. Rothstein, “Americanization of Heinrich Schenker,” 193.
35. For new developments updated on SDO’s blog, see http://blog.schenkerdocuments
online.org/ (accessed July 31, 2015).
1. Freischütz Digital, accessed September 15, 2015, http://www.freischuetz-digital.de/.
2. Carl-Maria-von-Weber-Gesamtausgabe, accessed September 15, 2015, http://www.
weber-gesamtausgabe.de/en/Index.
3. “A Cosmopolitan Composer in Pre-revolutionary Europe—Giuseppe Sarti,” Universität
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In contrast to these opera editions, which use data from several different
documents as the basis for an online edition of a work that may have existed
in different states at various times, the task for Beethovens Werkstatt is to
untangle the multilayered, sometimes barely legible, and often confused
evidence of the music (and words) scrawled into Beethoven’s sketchbooks in
order to reconstruct the compositional process for a large number of different
works (including several that the composer never took as far as a “complete”
state).4 In a different corner of the historical-musicology forest, and dealing
with another kind of incompleteness, the Lost Voices Project draws on an
online edition of a coherent body of domestic vocal music from the sixteenth
century—the sixteen books of Chansons nouvelles printed in Paris by Nicolas
Du Chemin between 1549 and 1568.5 It also examines the compositional
process of the time, but from a different perspective: how well can missing
voices be reconstructed for the five of these books for which at least one
partbook is lost, given what we (think we) know about Renaissance com-
positional procedure, or, perhaps, what we can glean by examining the
music that survives complete? At the same time, the Library of Congress
has included MEI as one of two explicitly named digital formats for the
archiving of musical scores in its list of recommended formats “which will
best meet the needs of all concerned, maximizing the chances for survival
and continued accessibility of creative content well into the future.”6
Clearly MEI is here to stay. In this report we aim to give a sketch of
its main features, which potentially enable new modes of music research,
and a hint of its impact on the discipline of musicology.
The beginnings, in the 1970s, of the field we now know as digital human-
ities were exclusively text-based, largely motivated—and to some extent
funded—by early efforts in automatic machine translation,7 a technology
whose initial hopes were not in fact to be realized for some decades. Some
researchers turned to more scholarly applications in fields such as linguistic
analysis, and over the following years many literary texts were digitized.
By 1987 it had become clear that a standard format for the interchange of
digital scholarly texts was needed. The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)
was formed in that year and issued its first set of guidelines;8 now in their
4. Beethovens Werkstatt, accessed September 15, 2015, http://beethovens-werkstatt.de/.
5. The Lost Voices Project, accessed September 15, 2015, http://digitalduchemin.org/.
6. “Recommended Formats Statement,” Library of Congress, accessed September 15,
2015, http://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/.
7. See, for example, the issues of the journal Machine Translation (so titled from 1985; it
was previously known as Computers and Translation): http://link.springer.com/journal/
10590 (accessed September 15, 2015).
8. Susan Hockey, “The ACH/ACL/ALLC Text Encoding Initiative: An Overview,” last
modified February 1, 1996, accessed September 15, 2015, ftp://ftp.uic.edu/pub/tei/info/
teij16.html.
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fifth edition,9 the TEI Guidelines specify in meticulous detail how the
structure and contents of textual documents may be captured digitally.
The current TEI Guidelines stipulate that TEI-conformant texts should
be encoded using XML (the eXtensible Markup Language). XML was stan-
dardized in 1998 by the World Wide Web Consortium as a data interchange
format for the web.10 It formalizes the syntactic details of marking up a text
by allowing any portion of text, however large or small, to be enclosed with-
in tags to form an “element” (see Figure 1). The names of the tags indicate
the nature of the elements, which may contain other elements, a syntax that
enforces a hierarchical structuring of the document.11 XML documents, as
well as being well formed syntactically, need to be validated according to a
set of semantics encoded in a separate document called a schema; this speci-
fies which tags are allowed and the permissible structural relations between
them. Through publishing and sharing schemata the cause of successful in-
terchange—preserving a document’s structure and the extra descriptive in-
formation recorded in the tags as well as its basic textual content—is
greatly advanced.12
Among the most powerful features of TEI is the ability within a single
document to incorporate variant readings from an indefinite number of
textual “witnesses,” or sources. Using the tagging mechanism, these can
be provided with a great variety of descriptive information, indicating,
for example, the provenance of a given reading within a certain scholarly
tradition, the status of the reading (perhaps it comes from an early draft,
or is a canceled passage only partially legible in the source), details such
as ink color or copying hand, or even the identity of the editor contrib-
uting an interpretation of a particular reading (see Figure 2). When a text
encoded in this way is published online it is a relatively easy matter for a
Figure 1 A fragment of XML comprising two elements: <sentence> and <emphasis>. This fig-
ure appears in color in the online version of the Journal.
9. “TEI: P5 Guidelines,” Text Encoding Initiative, accessed September 15, 2015, http://
www.tei-c.org/Guidelines/P5/.
10. See http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-xml-20081126/ (accessed September 15,
2015) for the W3C Recommendation that describes XML. Advantages of XML include the fact
that the processing and editing software is readily available for most computing platforms, and
that its human-readable format guards against the obsolescence of any particular processing
application.
11. Formally, the type of hierarchy that is imposed by XML is known as a tree. Each ele-
ment has exactly one parent and may have zero or more children. When an element has no chil-
dren (i.e., contains only text and no other elements) it is considered a leaf of the tree.
12. The World Wide Web Consortium publishes schemata for a number of XML inter-
change formats including the ubiquitous HyperText Markup Language (HTML).
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web programmer to offer the reader ways in which to hide or show the
different readings at will. Alternatively, a scholar might prefer to present
just a single editorial selection of readings, as in a conventional book.
With some further processing it would not be hard to extract other infor-
mation, such as that concerning the filial relationships among sources,
especially when several texts have been encoded in this way from the
same group of witnesses.
By the first years of this century TEI had become well established in the
digital humanities. At this time Perry Roland, a music librarian at the Uni-
versity of Virginia, saw the need for something equivalent to TEI for musical
texts, something that would allow music scholars and libraries to publish and
exchange digital music notation documents with the same level of detail and
flexibility in the encoding as is provided by TEI. While numerous encodings
for music notation existed at the time, none provided the flexibility necessary
to accommodate the proliferation of diverse requirements that musicological
scholarship places on music sources. Although from the outset Roland’s
MEI borrowed heavily from the well-established array of structural, text-
critical and bibliographic tags employed in TEI, he used his extensive knowl-
edge of existing music encoding schemes to build a comprehensive set of
tags for encoding components of music notation,13 work that continues to-
day as a cooperative effort by a growing community of MEI developers. This
very active group works together on the development of the schema and
guidelines through an e-mail mailing list, a web-based collaboration plat-
form,14 and a series of annual Music Encoding Conferences, which began in
2013. In addition to software developers working on tools that use MEI in a
variety of ways, the group includes musicologists who use MEI to publish
their work, as well as librarians and archivists interested in employing MEI
to enhance access to their collections.
Figure 2 A fragment from a TEI encoding of a Tinctoris treatise showing alternative readings,
from http://earlymusictheory.org/Tinctoris/texts/denotisetpausis/ (accessed September 15,
2015). This figure appears in color in the online version of the Journal.
13. Perry Roland, “The Music Encoding Initiative (MEI),” in Proceedings of the First Inter-
national Conference MAX 2002: Musical Applications Using XML (Milan, September 19–20,
2002), ed. G. Haus and M. Longari (Milan, 2002), 55–59.
14. “The Music Encoding Initiative,” GitHub, accessed September 15, 2015, https://
github.com/music-encoding.
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MEI is a public, open standard. As well as being extensively documented
on its website,15 it is open to reuse and adaptation. Users can propose addi-
tions to the main body of the standard, which is maintained by an elected
technical team and council. They can also join forces as informal user
groups to deal with specialist requirements that are best discussed collabora-
tively; at present this includes groups looking at mensural notation and ta-
blatures, among others. What follows is a brief sketch of some of the basic
ideas behind the standard and its significance for the musicological communi-
ty, and a glimpse of a few of the ways in which it is currently being used in
practice.
An MEI document captures a particular interpretation of a musical
source or sources. This may be the product of the intellectual endeavor of
an individual scholar or a group of researchers, or it might be generated by
an automatic process, such as an optical music recognition system or a
music analysis algorithm. The fact that MEI can capture such a variety of
interpretations is due to its extensibility. But that extensibility is built
on top of a rigorously designed core model for music representation.
Figures 3a and 3b show a short MEI excerpt, which uses a few of the core
elements that represent the fundamental components of music notation.
In the MEI Guidelines these notation fundamentals are called the logical
aspects of music, and they are complemented by visual, analytic, and ges-
tural aspects.
The visual aspect captures information about the way the notation ap-
pears on the page, such as stem direction or note-head shape, and can there-
fore be used, for example, to record minute details of the appearance of a
source, or to specify how it should be rendered in a printing application.
MEI’s analytic aspects capture the low-level details—inferred, with varying
degrees of subjectivity, from the musical surface—that a music analyst might
work with, such as the relationships between notes, chords, and measures, or
the harmonic function of chords, or the scale degree of notes. Gestural as-
pects deal with the way the music in a document might actually sound when
performed, including specifying differences between notated and performed
pitch, or between encoded and performed rhythm. The clear separation
Figure 3a A fragment of notation showing two measures separated by a single bar line, with
four notes in the first measure and two in the second
15. A good place to start is the “Gentle Introduction to MEI.”
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between these domains of representation is of huge benefit to music scholars.
When preparing editions or music examples using mainstream notation
editors, one is often forced to enter what effectively amounts to musical
nonsense in order to achieve the correct appearance.16 Being able to capture
the correct semantics in the logical domain and the desired presentation in
the visual domain is far preferable to the abuse of a notation editor, and elim-
inates the risk of confusion when the edition or example is reused for another
purpose.
As an example of the way the visual, logical, and gestural domains may
diverge, consider the excerpt from Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words,
op. 85, no. 1, shown in Figure 4a.17 The piece is in 2/4 time, with the left
hand playing continuous triplet sixteenths; in measure 3, shown here, the
second beat in the right hand comprises descending sixteenths. The two
hands finish the measure on a unison F, which—if the rhythms were inter-
preted strictly—would be slightly offset in the two hands, the right hand’s
F preceding the one in the left hand. In this source (and in early manu-
scripts), however, the two Fs share a note head, strongly implying that they
should sound simultaneously. In the encoding of this measure shown in
Figure 4b we capture this interpretation by declaring that the left-hand F
is synchronous with the right-hand F.
Like TEI, MEI allows its users to extend its feature-set. Users can se-
lect from a dozen or so standard MEI modules for a particular project,
make adjustments and additions to existing ones, and even create whole
Figure 3b MEI encoding of the example shown in Figure 3a. Pitches are defined by pitch-
class name and octave number, and durations by a simple numerical scheme. This figure appears
in color in the online version of the Journal.
16. This is frequently the case when encoding notation from outside the Western common
practice era (such as medieval notation), or when encoding analytic notation (such as Schenker
graphs), or even just when preparing excerpts with notes left out for clarity.
17. Felix Mendelssohn, Sechs Lieder ohne Worte, op. 85, no. 1, in Felix Mendelssohn-
Bartholdys Werke, ed. Julius Rietz, series 11, Für Pianoforte allein, 4 vols. (Leipzig: Breitkopf
& Härtel, [1874–77]), 4:84–85.
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new modules. From the standard distribution, a core module provides
for the basic backbone of notated music, including elements such as
parts, staves, and pages, while a Common Western Notation module
provides elements such as notes, rests, measures, and dynamic markings.
Other modules provide things such as ornamentation markings, guitar
chord symbols, mensural notation, and neumes. Also, largely as a conse-
quence of its TEI roots, MEI is particularly well suited to capturing the
information required for critical editions of music. Its critical apparatus
module provides elements that allow variant readings from different
sources to be encoded in a single document. Figures 5a and 5b show an
example of this in use (compare with Figure 2). Similarly, its editorial
markup module allows scribal interventions such as deletions and inser-
tions to be encoded.
Because a standard syntax (XML) and a public schema are used in MEI
documents, the interpretations that they capture can be published and
shared digitally. This is particularly helpful for data exchange between soft-
ware systems, but it also makes MEI highly suitable for archiving musical
documents, which can thus be easily accessed and processed en masse. To
support this, the MEI schema provides a richly detailed collection of ele-
ments for encoding the metadata of a document. This might include infor-
mation about any musical works that are represented by the document, the
sources that may have been consulted or processed in the production of
the document, the process by which the document was created, or the docu-
ment’s relationship to other MEI documents.
The richness of MEI’s metadata encoding can be exploited by informa-
tion retrieval systems to allow very sophisticated searches for musical content
in libraries and archives. It could, for example, be used to find musical works
via the publication date or location of some specific edition, or to find works
edited by a particular person or organization. This, of course, assumes that
the metadata actually includes such information. Even without such meta-
data, it is possible to build systems that allow retrieval via the musical content
Figure 4a An excerpt from Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words, op. 85, no. 1, m. 3
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Figure 4b MEI encoding of the example shown in Figure 4a, comprising the single measure
with two staves, starting on line 2 for the right hand and line 13 for the left hand. The F en-
coded on line 9 and the F encoded on lines 40–42 share a note head in the source. MEI’s
“synch” attribute is used on line 42 to declare the left-hand F as synchronous with the right-
hand F, referring to the latter by its unique identifier or “xml:id.” This figure appears in color
in the online version of the Journal.
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of documents, such as searching for musical phrases or even harmonic pro-
gressions.18
As hinted above, the interpretations encoded in an MEI document might
be generated not by a human but by a software system that embeds the re-
sults of its processing within the document. For example, an optical music
recognition (OMR) system may produce logical-domain notation data
(which may contain errors as a result of poor image quality) but also comple-
ment it with details of the actual locations in the source image of each
recognized note, rest, bar line, or other kind of marking. This may be used
by a further system that overlays a rendering of the recognized notation on
Figure 5a An example with alternative readings
Figure 5b MEI encoding of the example shown in Figure 5a. The <app> tag indicates the use
of critical apparatus. <lem> is the preferred reading of the editor, and any <rdg> elements mark
up the alternative readings. Each <lem> and <rdg> indicates the witness of the reading using a
“source” attribute that refers to a source from the document metadata. This figure appears in
color in the online version of the Journal.
18. Such “content-based” retrieval is not exclusive to MEI collections: the CCARH collec-
tion of MuseData and Humdrum encoded scores has had a melody search facility for several
years. The existence of a common encoding standard such as MEI, however, which can deal
with many different notation systems, is likely to advance the generality of this technology, of-
fering users in principle the possibility of searching across multiple collections for a given musical
pattern.
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the original image, or by an application that allows correction of recognition
errors.19
MEI encoded scores are well placed to take advantage of the web. One
of the underlying concepts of the web is hypermedia—documents that
mix multiple types of media and allow readers to interact with them in
meaningful ways. As mentioned above, MEI provides facilities for mark-
ing up text-critical and editorial information. This information, combined
with hypermedia presentation methods, can be used to publish dynamic
critical editions of music.20 For example, the user may be able to select
between multiple readings of a particular passage, or show or hide editorial
dynamic markings, effectively customizing an edition from all the informa-
tion available in the source documents.
All research on music using computers requires it to be encoded in
machine-readable form. In the past the majority of such projects were
undertaken by individual researchers working more or less in isolation, with-
out any “best practice” standard to turn to, so it is not surprising that many
different historical music encoding schemes exist.21 Since they are generally
quite specific to a particular use-case, most of these tend to be quite narrow
in their scope. For example, the Plaine & Easie code that was developed for
use in the RISM catalog only attempts to capture monophonic incipits,22
the SCORE language was designed specifically for high-quality music
engraving,23 and MusicXML, a more recent format and a closer rival to
MEI, takes interchange of notation between score-notation programs as its
primary remit.24 In each of these cases, much of the information that could
potentially be captured from a musical source is lost.
Most of the current musicological work using MEI is performed by those
prepared to engage with the low-level detail of XML code, which is not for
the faint-hearted, despite the fact that most of the markup used in MEI is
designed to be human-readable. Just as TEI has over the decades fostered
a community of “text encoders,” who combine technical and text-editorial
skills to produce high-quality digital editions to the most exacting scholarly
19. The Aruspix system is one example of an optical music recognition system that anno-
tates the resulting notation with layout information (which can be saved in an MEI file) and also
allows users to correct its output with its graphical user interface.
20. A vision of the potential of such digital critical music editions is presented in Frans Wie-
ring, “Digital Critical Editions of Music: A Multidimensional Model,” in Modern Methods for
Musicology: Prospects, Proposals and Realities, ed. Tim Crawford and Lorna Gibson (Farnham,
UK: Ashgate, 2009), 23–45.
21. Thirty or so were described in Eleanor Selfridge-Field, ed., Beyond MIDI: The Hand-
book of Musical Codes (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997).
22. For RISM, see http://www.rism.info/en/ (accessed September 16, 2015); for Plaine&
Easie code, see http://www.iaml.info/plaine-easie-code (accessed September 16, 2015).
23. “SCORE (software),” Wikipedia, last modified May 28, 2015, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/SCORE_(software).
24. MusicXML, accessed September 15, 2015, http://www.musicxml.com/.
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standards, so an equivalent group of “music encoders” is beginning to
emerge, largely centered around the Freischütz Digital and Beethoven
Werkstatt projects mentioned above. This is inevitable at this stage of MEI’s
development, where the standard itself is still evolving and these projects are
effectively acting as testing grounds. But for a truly widespread adoption
of MEI, software tools that can be used by “ordinary” musicologists, music
librarians, and editors will be essential.
One fact that has to be faced is that the development of sophisticated
tools to facilitate the process of encoding musical documents in the variety
and to the level of detail that musicologists expect is never likely to be a com-
mercially viable enterprise. For this reason, most of the software that can as-
sist musicologists who wish to work with MEI originates from academic
research groups in which computer scientists collaborate closely with musi-
cologists; in fact, to a gradually increasing extent, there exist people with
suitable training and experience in both fields. As long as this kind of work
is viewed as valid research within the two disciplines (not at all something
that can be taken for granted) such development will continue steadily, but
there is little incentive for funding from industry. One exception to this is in
the area of online score presentation, where the appearance and layout of a
score needs to be able to adapt smoothly from one kind of display device to
another (e.g., from a laptop or desktop computer to a tablet placed on a mu-
sic stand) or according to user choice. A leader in this field is Tido Music,
who chose the MEI format on the grounds that it “favors content over pre-
sentation, allowing Tido’s music to be modeled with precision, without
making compromises for layout. There is no need to encode hidden rests,
curves broken across systems, or even brackets: every symbol is represented
based on its function and not its appearance.”25 This acceptance of the fun-
damental virtues of MEI encoding (especially here the separation of the log-
ical and visual domains) is likely to bring about longer-term changes in
music publishing in general and score distribution in particular, and will un-
doubtedly lead to new opportunities for musicology.
MEI had the good fortune of a leg up from limited international grant
funding (2010–13) by the US and German governments (NEH and
DFG), which enabled the MEI community to build on the robust
groundwork established by Perry Roland and to produce some essential
tools. But it continues to depend absolutely on the enthusiasm and dedi-
cation of its own steadily growing community, which fortunately includes
a number of truly remarkable individuals with the right mix of technical
and musical expertise. Software is gradually becoming available for special-
ist encoding tasks, and all of it is free to download and use. Much is in
25. Tido Music, personal communication, September 9, 2015. The authors were informed
that this text would appear on the TidoMusic website, http://tido-music.com/, after November
2015.
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the form of software libraries without user interface but usable by pro-
grammers or web developers to provide MEI facilities for specific projects.
A tool whose usefulness should be immediately apparent is SibMEI,26 a
“plug-in” developed by Andrew Hankinson at McGill University and
others for the Sibelius music notation editor that has widespread use in
academic circles. This enables Sibelius to export MEI files; a bonus is that
Sibelius can itself read MusicXML files, which are used by a large number of
music programs of various kinds.27
Stand-alone programs with full user interfaces include MEISE,28 an
MEI-based score editor with the capability of recording complex variant
readings—something entirely lacking from commercial software (beyond
the provision of normal ossia passages). This is being developed in close
association with the Sarti opera project mentioned above, to tackle the range
of source material encountered in eighteenth-century opera studies.
Documentation of a single composer’s entire output is represented in the
Catalogue of Carl Nielsen’s Works (CNW),29 published online in time
for the 2015 anniversary by the Danish Centre for Music Publication
(DCMP) at the Royal Library in Copenhagen.30 In this case, as well as
providing full information about sources of the music, early performances,
non-musical documents, and bibliographical references, the website gives
nicely produced incipits for each music item that are proper short-score ex-
tracts, rather than being confined to the single-voice format of the RISM
online search interface.31 In order to handle the convoluted metadata
around a composer’s work catalog, the DCMP developed a tool called
MerMEId,32 which was used to enter the MEI data for the online catalog.
This works within a standard web browser, and is likely to be useful for
many other such projects.
While at present the music incipits in the Nielsen catalog are provided
as separate graphic files, they could, of course, be encoded within MEI.
In order to display encoded music on screen a score-rendering “engine” is
26. http://music-encoding.org/tools/sibmei/ (accessed September 15, 2015). A com-
plete workflow using this plug-in was developed for the Lost Voices Project (see note 5 above),
allowing an encoder to build up complex MEI files (with apparatus) from a few simple rules
from Sibelius files (with a certain amount of post-export processing).
27. See http://www.musicxml.com/software/ (accessed September 15, 2015) for a list of
over two hundred programs that use MusicXML in some way.
28. http://music-encoding.org/tools/meise/ (accessed September 15, 2015).
29. “CNW: Catalogue of Carl Nielsen’s Works,” Danish Centre for Music Publication,
accessed September 15, 2015, http://www.kb.dk/dcm/cnw/navigation.xq.
30. “Danish Centre for Music Publication,” The Royal Library, accessed September 15,
2015, http://www.kb.dk/en/nb/dcm/.
31. RISM: Répertoire International des Sources Musicales, accessed September 15, 2015,
https://opac.rism.info.
32. “MerMEId—Metadata Editor and Repository for MEI Data,” The Royal Library, ac-
cessed September 15, 2015, http://www.kb.dk/en/nb/dcm/projekter/mermeid.html.
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required, one of the most promising of which is Verovio,33 developed at the
Swiss RISM office by Laurent Pugin, the creator of the Aruspix mensural
notation optical recognition system.34 Given Verovio’s background in his-
torical printed music notation, it is not surprising to learn that plans in its
pipeline include full support for mensural notation and lute tablatures,
among other things.
Just as musicology has in the past availed itself, one might say vicariously,
of various technologies as they became useful and usable (photography,
sound recording, photocopying, word processing, e-mail, databases, etc.),
every one of them developed by industry in view of its moneymaking poten-
tial in other spheres, we are now faced with the prospect of a technology that
can transform our discipline but that lacks that commercial spur to develop-
ment. The research community is already addressing that lack and MEI now
underpins many significant research projects that are yielding important out-
comes, in terms of both musicology and software development, from which
we will all benefit.
Today’s musical scholars are becoming used to producing music exam-
ples or complete editions with high-quality music engraving software. By
definition their files are “machine-readable”; with the further small step of
converting those files into MEI they can be shared, archived, searched, ana-
lyzed, compared, and transformed in ways we have not yet dreamed of. In
fact, most of those who will benefit from MEI in the future will never need
to look inside a file. MEI, like XML in general, is not meant to be seen by
the normal user. Just as very few indeed of today’s users know what an MP3
file consists of, or how it differs from other audio formats, future musicolo-
gists will be using MEI files in a similar state of blissful ignorance.
There may still be some musicologists who would maintain that, since the
discipline has managed quite nicely for the best part of two centuries using
traditional (non-digital) resources, approaches that require the use of a com-
puter are, somehow, invalid or unnecessary. But for the rest of us—and cer-
tainly for most younger researchers—it is obvious that modern tools are
needed to enable new modes of investigation that will produce genuinely
useful insights into historical repertories. Whether this will lead to musicol-
ogy’s becoming beholden to some version of the “scientific method,” or in-
deed one day to its becoming a mere branch of the social sciences, is an open
question. But it is certain that musicologists need to be well equipped to face
the challenges of the future, and MEI provides an essential component of
the tool kit they will be using.
TIM CRAWFORD and RICHARD LEWIS
33. Verovio, accessed September 15, 2015, http://www.verovio.org/.
34. Aruspix, accessed September 15, 2015, http://www.aruspix.net/.
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